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Abstract — Table tennis is China's national sport, which is inseparable from advanced technology. Table tennis techniques are 
determined by the characteristics of movement, and is the key link of training and actual combat. Footwork is the prerequisite and 
basic foundation of the use of table tennis techniques, and players will not give full play and successful high rate strokes without 
accurate movement. In this paper, we introduce the theoretical principles of Deep Neural Network and Monte Carlo Search in 
order to conduct research on table tennis techniques simulation. Table tennis footwork refers to the movement that players select 
the appropriate hitting position and make the move, including single step, glissade step, cross over step, combined step, recovery 
step, and so on. Manipulation techniques and footwork techniques are the two most basic techniques of table tennis, and footwork 
is a prerequisite for the rational use of manipulation techniques as well. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Manipulation techniques and footwork techniques are the 
two most basic techniques of table tennis, and footwork is a 
prerequisite for the rational use of manipulation techniques. 
Table tennis footwork refers to the movement that players 
select the appropriate hitting position and make the move, 
including single step, glissade, step, cross over step, 
combined step, recovery step, and so on. The athlete's stroke 
technique is largely affected by footwork.  

Accurate footwork movement can maximize the 
protection of the location of the hitting rationality, accuracy 
and correctness eventually improve the hitting effect and 
winning rate. In simple terms, the so-called footwork is to 
make the right move, the correct moving position, and the 
correct movement speed, because hitting effect is directly 
affected by footwork moving distance. On the contrary, if 
footwork moves inappropriately and moves slowly, hitting 
quality will not be high. Under the system of our country, it 
is necessary for us to cultivate an excellent table tennis 
player with a great deal of labor and the material resources. 
Knowing the athletic characteristics of the athletes and 
performing effective physical training for these features will 
help the table tennis players achieve better results in the 
game [1-4]. 

As the successful large data analysis method, Deep 
Neural Networks (DNNS) and learning algorithms are well-
known in research field, community and industries. 
Compared with traditional methods, DNN is based on data 
driven and it can extract data features automatically. DNNs 
have significant advantages in analyzing large-scale data. At 
present, the widely used DNNs are feed forward neural 
networks which are good at extracting the correlation of 
static data and are suitable for classification based data 
application scenarios. Nevertheless, limited by DNN's 
intrinsic structure, the ability of extracting time sequence 
features of FNN is not good enough. By the way, infinite 

deep neural network is a kind of recurrent neural network 
with feedback connection, essentially a dynamical system, 
which couples with time parameter and is changed with time 
series. Hence, it is suitable for extracting time sequence 
features, which means infinite deep neural networks are able 
to improve the prediction effect of large-scale data.  

Monte Carlo research is also called the statistical 
simulation method or random sampling technique, which is 
based on random number and probability and statistics 
theory. As a very important numerical calculation method, 
Monte Carlo method has been widely used to translate the 
complex studied object and computational problems into 
random numbers, in this way, the research issues are 
simplified essentially. In this paper, we briefly expound the 
formation and application of Monte Carlo method. Monte 
Carlo method solves the problem by generating the 
appropriate random number, providing approximate solution 
for mathematical problems through statistical sampling test. 
Since 1940, Monte Carlo method has been widely used 
because it can provide approximate solution quickly and 
guarantee higher accuracy, noting that these methods provide 
only one approximate answer [5-6].  

In this paper, we apply DNNs and Monte Carlo method 
to conduct research on table tennis technique simulation, and 
the basic foundation of these theories are in the following 
sections. 

II. DEEP NEURAL NETWORK 

A. Deep Neural Network 

Neural network belongs to the connectionist field of 
artificial intelligence, which is a mathematical model of 
information processing and is similar to the structure of brain 
synaptic connections. In 1950, perception machine, the first 
generation neural network was born, which can achieve 
linear classification, associative memory, etc. However, the 
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lower hardware computing ability and network training 
algorithm were easy to cause local minima problem, which 
restricted the development of neural network at that time. In 
2006, Hinton developed deep neural network based on 
multilayer architecture, which made full use of powerful 
neural network computing capabilities, and DNNs are widely 
used in the fields of speech recognition, image recognition, 
natural language processing, and so on [7-8].  

At present, the well-known DNN is sort of feedforward 
neural network. As the name implies, the flow of data in this 
network is unidirectional. The essence of FNN is the 
nonlinear mapping relationship between original data and its 
features. According to universal approximation theory, for 
any nonlinear mapping, we can find a shallow network and a 
depth network approaching it at any precision, as long as the 
number of hidden layer neurons in the shallow network is 
enough or the depth network is deep enough.  

Generally, the topological structure of deep FNN is 
shown in Fig.1, and auto-encoder and convolution neural 
networks are belong to FNN. 

 

Fig. 1 The topology of deep feedforward neural network 

B. Infinite Deep Neural Network 

At present, the "deep neural network" in the fields of 
academia and industry usually refers to feedforward 
networks with a certain depth. Feedforward network is 
characterized by no feedback connection between the same 
layer neurons, no time parameters, so the depth neural 
network is good at dealing with static data. Infinite deep 
neural networks are kind of recurrent neural networks, and 
there are feedback connections between neurons, therefore 
the network is infinite. Thus we called recurrent neural 
networks as infinite deep neural network. Infinite deep 
neural network is essentially a dynamic system that can 
handle dynamic data, that is, time-dependent data [9].  

C. Network Topology 

For each neuron in an infinite deep neural network, there 
are three connection modes: connections between neurons 
and all external inputs, connections between neurons and 
neurons, and feedback connection. Figure 2 shows the 
infinite deep neural network topology. 

 

                        (a)                                          (b) 

Fig. 2 Two structures of completely connected DNN with 
three neurons and two external inputs 

In general, we assume an infinite DNN has m external 
inputs and n neurons, and x(t), yn(t)T are the external inputs 
denoted as follows: 

1 2( ) ( ( ), ( ),..., ( ))T
mx t x t x t x t                                        (1) 

1 2( ) ( ( ), ( ),..., ( ))T
ny t y t y t y t                                         (2) 

Apparently, the total input sk(t+1) is weighted by x(t) and 
yn(t)T. w is network connection weights, which is a matrix of 
n*(n+m), and [ , ]U Iw w w . Thus the total input can be 
calculated as follows: 

( 1) ( ), ( )U Is t w y t w x t                                                 (3) 

And  

1 2( 1) ( ( 1), ( 1),..., ( 1))T
ns t s t s t s t                         (4) 

( 1) ( ( 1))k k ky t f s t                                                   (5) 

where kf  is activation function. 

In order to easily analyze the neural network, the 
feedback structure of infinite deep network can be expanded 
in time dimension, shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Unroll a recurrent neural network and obtain an 
infinite deep neural network 

D. Learning Effect of Traditional Back Propagation 
Algorithm 

In the experiment, we need to find suitable penalty 
parameters which are the add-ins of the error function for 
each learning rate. Penalty parameter can effectively limit the 
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weight of the size, thereby enhancing the learning ability of 
the network parameters of choice. In this section, we limit 
the range of parameters:  

{1,0.5,0.2,0.1,0.05}                                                (6) 

1 2 3 4 5 6{10 ,10 ,10 ,10 ,10 ,10 ,0}l                                (7) 

1 1
[ ]w

n n


                                                                (8) 

Through experiment, we can figure out the optional 
combinations of parameters are 4{0.5,10 } , 5{0, 2,10 } ,and 

5{0.1,10 } . Table 1 shows the learning effect of neural 
network. 

TABLE I.  THE EFFECT OF THE FINAL MODEL OBTAINED BY 
TRADITIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS WITH DIFFERENT LEARNING RATES 

Learning Rate Penalty Parameter Accuracy Rate
0.5 0.0001 94.30%
0.2 0.00001 93.88%
0.1 0.00001 94.34%

E. Learning Effect of Deep Learning Method 

The automatic coding machine is used to pre train all the 
other weights besides output layer's, and then the back-
propagation algorithm is used to train the whole neural 
network. In the automatic coding machine training process, 
using the learning rate of 0.1, and each layer is trained for 
100 times. The optional combinations of parameters are 

4{0.5,10 } , 5{0,2,10 } ,and 5{0.1,10 } .  

TABLE II.  THE EFFECT OF THE FINAL MODEL OBTAINED BY DEEP 
NEURAL NETWORKS WITH DIFFERENT LEARNING RATES 

Learning Rate Penalty Parameter Accuracy Rate
0.5 0.0001 94.52% 
0.2 0.00001 94.32% 
0.1 0.00001 94.98% 

III. MONTE CARLO METHOD 

The Monte Carlo method solves the problems by 
generating random numbers appropriately, and through 
statistical sampling of experimental data on the computer 
provides approximate solutions for a math problem. As a 
very important numerical calculation method, Monte Carlo 
method has been widely used to translate the complex 
studied object and computational problems into random 
numbers, in this way, the research issues are simplified 
essentially. Monte Carlo is kind of search method based on 
random number and probability statistics, which is an 
important part of statistical toolbox.  

With the development of electronic information 
technology, MC is widely used in the field of statistics and 
computer science. The development of computer technology 
led to Monte Carlo method's research, and Monte Carlo 
technology also promoted the progress of science. In 1970s, 
the theoretical study of the Monte Carlo approach peaked, 

from the earliest nuclear research to the current statistical 
study. Monte Carlo method has become a widely used and 
irreplaceable computational tool, especially dealing with 
optimization problems. 

A. The basic idea of Monte Carlo method 

As a popular mathematical method, Monte Carlo mainly 
through statistical sampling experiments to provide 
approximate solutions for a variety of mathematical 
problems, it sometimes regarded as random sampling 
technology. We can easily define them as statistical 
simulation methods, which use a series of random number 
column to conduct simulation experiments. Therefore, the 
Monte Carlo method is a collection of different methods, and 
these methods basically perform the same process [10-13].  

According to large number theorem and moment 
estimation, when the sample capacity value T tends to 
infinity, the average value of samples in statistical sampling 
is: 

1
1

1
( ), ( ~ ( ))

T

t
t

h x x f x
T 
                                                   (9) 

In statistical experiments, mathematical expectation 
[ ( )]fE h x  means the mean value is normal. The accuracy of 

this approximation is exactly the same as the statistical 
estimate, denoted as ( )o T . 

Aiming at the problems of various types, Monte Carlo 
method can always find ways to solve them, but on the 
whole, on the basis of the thing itself associated with the 
random process, using Monte Carlo technique to solve 
practical scheme is roughly divided into two types: 
deterministic mathematical problems and stochastic 
mathematical problems.  

B. Convergence and error of Monte Carlo method 

      Convergence and error are two important points that 
cannot be ignored in mathematical problems. In general, 
Monte Carlo uses the arithmetic mean of random variable X 
as approximate solution.  
      According to Karl's large number theorem, we have: 

      ( lim ( )) 1N
N

P X E X


                                               (10) 

      On the basis of central limit theorem, for 0  , we 

have: 

      
21

2

0

2
| ( ) | 1

2

t

NP x E X e dt
N

 



      
         (11) 

      Where   is the standard deviation of random variables, 

  is normal difference, thus we have: 

      | ( ) |Nx E X
N
 

                                                     (12) 

      and the error of the normal Monte Carlo method is: 
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N
 

                                                              (13) 

      Apparently, the error of Monte Carlo method is 

determined by three parts:  ,  , and N . 
      Assume we have a given average cost C and constant 
error, if the variance decreased by an order of magnitude, 
we obtain 100 times effect, and if the average cost is not 
fixed, thus: 

      2( )N  


 , 

      2 2( )NC C 



        (14) 

      Therefore, the efficiency of Monte Carlo method is 
proportional to the square and average cost of standard 
deviation, respectively. The standard variance in the error is 
unknown and its estimator must be used: 

      
^

2 2

1 1

1 1
( )

N N

i i
t i

X X
N N


 

         (15) 

      According to the basic idea of Monte Carlo method and 
part of basic characteristics, this method is not limited to the 
error and convergence, compared with the general 
mathematical calculation method, Monte Carlo method has 
its own unique charm and characteristics.  
      Monte Carlo method is intuitively easy to be understood. 
Monte Carlo method is infinitesimally restricted by 
geometric conditions. Probabilistic convergence has nothing 
to do with the problem dimension. Monte Carlo can handle 
similar problems at the same time. 

Figure 4 shows the Monte Carlo Integration. 

 
Fig. 4. Monte Carlo Integration 

C. Sampling of Random Variables 

Using Monte Carlo calculation method, need to obey the 
known characteristics of the probability distribution. In the 
real world, the probability distribution situation is various, 
the more common distribution can be divided into two 
categories, one is discrete distribution, the other is 
continuous distribution. 

Assume the probability of random events is 
( 1,2,..., )iP i n . For sampling, the cumulative probability is: 

( ) ( )

1

0, , 1, 2,...,
l

o t
i

i

P P P l n


        (16) 

r is the random number, if ( 1) ( ) , 1, 2,...,i iP r P i n    , 
then the event will happen. Once the random number is 
generated, we can always obey the existing distribution of 
random variables by means of appropriate mathematical 
methods. 

D. The Generation of Pseudo - Random Numbers 

      The most basic pseudo-random number is evenly 
distributed. First give a number of 2r bits, take out r-th bit 
as the first pseudo-random number, and square this number, 
obtaining a new number of 2r bits.  
      The recursive formula for this method is as follows: 
      2

1 2[10 ]( 10 )r r
n nx x Mod
        (17) 

      and 
210
n

r

x
  . 

E. The Statistical Test of Pseudo - random Numbers 

The characteristics of the pseudo-random number 
directly affect the Monte Carlo calculation results, therefore, 
we need to check the generated pseudo-random number 
sequence. The randomness test includes homogeneity test, 
independence test, regularity test and non-continuity test.  

      Homogeneity test refers to whether pseudorandom 
sequences are evenly distributed on [0,1], which is divided 
into k sub-intervals(k=8,16,32). If generated pseudo-random 
numbers are uniformly distributed, then we have: 

1

1
( 1)

k
k i

i

P P
k 

         (18) 

      Frequency test: To test the difference between the 
observed frequency and the theoretical frequency.  

      Independence test shows whether two groups of pseudo-
random numbers are correlated.  

      Combination regularity: To combine N pseudo-random 
numbers according to certain rules, so the emergence of 
various combinations have a certain probability.  

      Non-continuity test. 

      Monte Carlo method can solve two categories of 
problems: deterministic problems and stochastic problems. 

 Deterministic problems include linear and nonlinear 
equations, inverse matrices, elliptic difference 
equations, and so on. 

 Stochastic problems is to establish a stochastic 
process model so that the mathematical expectation of 
the random variable of the process is equal to the 
solution of the problem. 
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F. Importance Sampling 

      In the stochastic process, a random sample distribution 
is chosen so that the generated random number satisfies the 
selected distribution form: 

      
1

( ) exp[ ( ) / ]x H x kT
Z

         (19) 

      Assume we have a state sequence(sequence of random 
variables) of the system: 0 1{ , ,..., ,...}nx x x , if any nx  is 

related with 1nx  , then the probability of n is denoted as 

follows: 
      1 1 1( | ,..., , ) ( | )n n o n nP x x x x P x x       (20) 

IV. METROPOLIS MENTO CARLO 

Monte Carlo mainly includes simple random sampling 
method and important random sampling method. Simple 
sampling is based on the average distribution, and each 
sampling is completely independent.  

Metropolis Monte Carlo is kind of important random 
sampling method. Metropolis, etc, proposed this method 
based on Markov Random field. The essence of this 
approach is that the various states of the system are based on 
Markov process, and the distribution function for each state 
is denoted as follows: 

1
( ) exp[ ( ) / ]eq i i BP x H x k T

Z
        (21) 

and the necessary condition is: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )eq i i j eq j j iP x W x x P x W x x        (22) 

( )
exp

( )
i j

j i B

W x x dH

W x x k T

  
    

       (23) 

Namely, the ratio of forward to reverse transition 
probabilities of the two states depends on the energy 
difference: 

( ) ( )j idH H x H x  ; 

exp( / )1
( )

1 exp( / )
B

i j
s B

dH k T
W x x

t dH k T


 

 
; 

1
exp( / ), 0

( )
1

,

B
s

i j

s

dH k T dH
t

W x x

others
t

    



    (24) 

A. Specific Steps 

1) Choose the initial configuration, calculate energy. 
2) Make a "move"(for instance, pick the random 

displacement). Calculate the energy for new "trail" 
configuration. 

3) Decide whether to accept the move: 

If 0nm n mU U U   , then accept the new 

configuration. 

      If 0nm n mU U U   , then calculate the following 

equation: 

      ( ) exp nmU
W m n

kT
    
 

         (25) 

      draw a random number R from 0 to 1. 
      If ( )W m n R  , then accept the new configuration, 

otherwise, stay at the same place. 

V. A MONTE CARLO METHOD BASED ON INTERVAL 

ESTIMATION 

      Interval estimation plays an important role in the theory 
of parametric estimation of mathematical statistics, and its 
theory and methods have rich research results. This section 
will introduce an interval estimation method of parameters, 
and use the Monte Carlo algorithm to realize. 

A. Interval Estimation 

Interval estimation is a statistical concept used to 
estimate the range of values for a parameter, and is a range of 
values describing the parameters for a given occurrence 
probability.  

Assume the distribution function is ( , )F x  , and X1, X2, 

X3,..., Xn are samples. If 1 1 2 1( ,..., ) ( ,..., )n nT X X T X X , then 

1 2[ , ]T T  is random interval. 

In general, for given constant 0 1  , we have: 

1 2{ } 1P T T      

Then we call 1 2[ , ]T T  the interval estimation of  , where 

  is significant level, 1T  and 2T  are upper confidence limit 
and lower confidence limit respectively.  

B. Basic Motation 

Assume 1 2( , ,..., )nx x x x  is one observed value, and 

( ) ( )l x u x . Considering the unknown parameters of the 
population   , if 0 1  , and 

( ( ) ( )) 1P l X u X     , then [ ( ), ( )]l X u X is the 
random interval. 

Figure 5 shows the interval estimation of unknown 
parameter  , and we have: 

^

^ ^

^
|

( )

1

v CA dv

CB d  

 
 

     
 

 

thus 
^

^

|

( )

( / )

v
l

dv d
 

 





         (26) 
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Fig. 5. Interval Estimation of Unknown Parameter 

VI. EXPERIMENT 

Table tennis techniques are closely related with technical 
indicators, specificity, economic level and so on. So we 
choose the players with competitive state and play style to 
conduct simulation research.  

In this section we choose table tennis player Bohr, and 
analyze the table tennis techniques based on Monte Carlo 
and DNN. The experimental results are shown in the 
following tables.(SR is scoring rate, UR is utilization rate) 

TABLE III.  THE SCORING RATE AND UTILIZATION RATE OF BOHR IN 
THREE STAGES 

Record Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 
SR% UR% SR% UR% SR% UR% 

2:4 56.8 35.6 50 34.6 25.8 29.8 
0:3 52.9 30.9 40 36.4 16.7 32.7 
4:3 58.1 35.5 50 36.4 44.1 28.1 

 

TABLE IV.  STATISTICS AND COMPARISON OF TABLE TANNIS 
TECHNIQUES 

Technique 1 Technique 2 Technique 3 Technique 4 Total 
Good % Good % Good % Good % Good % 

21 41.2 11 21.6 5 9.8 14 27.5 51 100 
7 26.9 10 38.5 3 11.5 6 23.1 26 100 

22 37.3 14 23.7 9 15.3 14 23.7 59 100 

      The results shows that Bohr's techniques effect depends 
on the technical quality and tactical consciousness. Through 
a comparative analysis of indexes of Bohr's scoring rate, 
efficiency of application of table tennis techniques and the 
effective use of some other skills during games. Bohr's 
developing playing skills and tactics can be simulated by 
using our proposed method. Our study shows that the 
qualities of Bohr's skills of service, high-lobbing, pass, 
receiving and attacking have been greatly improved. 
      Table tennis technique is the key factor whether an 
athlete can get the final victory in a match. From the overall 
situation of table tennis, only those athletes with amazing 
endurance and high skills can keep relatively high level in 
the second half of the game, and it is easier to get the final 
victory of the game.  
      At the same time, accurate moving position, coupled 
with good gravity adjustment and manipulation, can help 

players harvest good batting effect. In the process of table 
tennis training, we should combine technique and footwork 
two techniques together, which will help to improve the 
whole technology. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Table tennis is China's nation ball which is inseparable 
with the advance techniques. In this paper, we aim at the 
simulation of table tennis techniques based on deep neural 
network and Monte Carlo search in order to analyze the 
effect of techniques. Table tennis techniques are determined 
by players' movement and are important connection between 
training process and actual combat. 

In this paper, we introduce the theoretical principles of 
deep neural network and Monte Carlo search, and we also 
introduce the improved method of these two theories in order 
to better evaluate the performance of proposed algorithms. 
As the successful large data analysis method, DNN and it 
improved algorithms are well-known in research field, 
community and industries, thus DNN is suitable for our 
simulation experiment. As a very important numerical 
calculation method, Monte Carlo method has been widely 
used to translate the complex studied object and 
computational problems into random numbers, therefore, we 
combined these two methods to conduct our research topic. 

Like we said, table tennis footwork refers to the 
movement that players select the appropriate hitting position 
and make the move, including single step, glissade, step, 
cross over step, combined step, recovery step, and so on. 

The simulation experiments show that players techniques 
effect depends on the technical quality and tactical 
consciousness. At the same time, accurate moving position, 
coupled with good gravity adjustment and manipulation, can 
help players harvest good batting effect. In the process of 
table tennis training, we should combine technique and 
footwork two techniques together, which will help to 
improve the whole technology. 
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